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Comet Fever Brian McCullough
Hyakutake is the talk of the town! And rightly so. Not since Comet West cruised 

this way in 1976 have we been treated to such a huge, bright apparition of an icy 
visitor from the Oort Cloud. And to think that this time next year Comet Hale-Bopp 
could give us a show that will hang Hyakutake out to dry. Egad! It boggles the mind.

The event has thrown the general population into a low-grade fit of comet fever. 
Particularly when the comet was well placed for viewing during the last two weeks of 
March, RASC members were besieged with informal sighting reports and requests for 
media interviews. Apart from capitalizing on the hype by pushing the cause for dark 
skies, local enthusiasts have enjoyed a rare opportunity to share their fascination with 
astronomy with an eager and (thanks to the Internet) remarkably well-informed public.

It is probably good that we are enjoying Comet Hyakutake to the max. Maybe by 
the time Hale-Bopp rolls around next spring our ranks will include a few more people 
who now and again remember to pause and look up at the night sky. And who knows? 
Our couple of weeks of lost sleep might be doubly rewarded. After all, it isn’t entirely 
inconceivable that Hale-Bopp will fizz out, and for an entire generation it will be the 
comet of ’96 that people remember as being the last Big One.

Wedding Announcement
The RASC Ottawa Centre is pleased to announce the marriage, at Indian River 

Observatory on Tuesday, March 26, of the club’s 16-inch mirror with its tube 
assembly. The bride (nearly nine months gone) was sporting a fetching new “Ceravolo 
Optical Systems figure,” and looked resplendent in her newly aluminized outfit. Ring 
bearers Rick Wagner, Lee Macdonald and Jean-Guy Coulombe offered their 
support (they’ve got the hernias to prove it), while best man Doug George ensured the 
happy union came off without a hitch. According to Doug, the blushing bride still 
needs a bit of “tweaking,” but that’s another story....

This Month’s Cover
Talk about close-ups. These heavily processed CCD images of Comet Hyakutake 1996 
B2 show an area of only about 41x85 arc seconds — a far cry from the 20-30° naked 
eye views being reported. The images are part of a series taken by Paul Boltwood on 
the night of March 23/24 with his seven-inch Starfire refractor and home-built 
scientific grade CCD camera from his observatory in Stittsville. The images span 
nearly 1½ hours of real time, and are each made up of 22 fifteen-second exposures. 
The computer driving the telescope mount was reprogrammed to follow the comet, 
which was moving across the sky at an astounding rate of 15° per day.

Although the resolution of our printing process doesn’t do justice to the images, 
careful inspection shows definite changes in the nucleus and tail. Examining the full 
series on Paul’s SVGA monitor revealed an amazing amount of dynamic detail in the 
tail and in the character and movement of jets issuing from the nucleus.
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Parking Fees Rick Wagner
A wrench was recently thrown into the works at Observer's Group central. 

Carleton University, in an attempt to further supplement its income has realized that 
there are 60-80 astronomers out there hungry for knowledge and guidance who park 
on the campus for several hours each month. They have extended the hours of paid 
parking out to 10:30 p.m. At $1.10 per half hour for parking, our meetings are 
suddenly looking very expensive. (Where did they get that screwy amount anyway? 
Must be the same guy who invented the $53.75 fine for crossing the transitway.) There 
have been several suggestions as to what we can do to reduce the impact.

The first (second, third and fourth) and most radical idea is to move the meetings. 
The National Museum of Science and Technology has offered free access to its 
auditorium on the first Friday of each month. While this offer appears very attractive 
and is much appreciated, there would be no place for our much-used library at the 
museum. More significant is that the Museum, as a quasi-governmental organization, 
will be the object of cutbacks and drives for revenue generation. It is possible that we 
would be looking at substantial charges for meetings (several hundred dollars each) 
within a year or two. National Research Council has offered us our old location back 
but, again, there is always the risk of loss of facilities or heavy fees with any 
governmental (emphasize mental) organization.

There have also been rumours of an offer from an employee of a major 
corporation in the far west of the region (almost to Kanata!). Again there would likely 
not be room for our library and, without a formal sponsorship from the corporation 
itself, we could not count on using the location for an extended period of time. There 
are also security implications (anybody want to be escorted to the washroom?).

Parking is free at Carleton University on Saturdays and Sundays. We could move 
our meetings to Saturday evening. I have had several people indicate already that they 
will no longer be able to attend if that were done. It also appears Carleton might not 
offer meeting rooms on the weekends.

The interim solution we have come up with is a little complicated to explain. The 
university sells half-hour parking vouchers that must be bought in advance and handed 
to the parking lot attendant upon entry to a supervised lot. Since the attendants leave 
at 9:10 p.m., by showing up shortly after 8 p.m. with two vouchers (totalling one 
hour), you can gain entrance to the lot for the remainder of the evening at a cost of 
only $2.00. Anybody who doesn't have the vouchers can park in the unsupervised lot, 
run in and buy a couple then run back out to move into the supervised lot. Rob Dick is 
making arrangements to have a supply of vouchers available at meetings.

This is only a trial and is not intended as a final solution. The idea is to go this route 
for a few months at least and see how it affects attendance, if there are lots of 
complaints we will review our options and make other arrangements if necessary. 
Don't be afraid to let Council know how you feel about the idea, or how it's working 
once we've tried it out for a while.
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Hyakutake -  A Comet for all to Enjoy Gary Boyle
As years come and go, amateur astronomers are treated to a variety of celestial 

events -  from Jovian satellite transits and sunspot groupings to supernovae. What 
many of these phenomena have in common is that a telescope is required to see them. 
It almost seems the night sky is only for instrument owners to enjoy. But every so often 
the general public can, for a very brief moment, share an awe-inspiring view of a 
major celestial event.

I am referring of course to the grandest of all displays, once thought to be a bad 
omen and the cause of mass hysteria in early civilization -  the comet. History will 
show that 86 years ago Comet Halley made a very impressive return to earthlings in its 
three-quarters-of-a-century orbit from the far reaches of the solar system to the Sun 
and back again. Some people even went so far as to buy gas masks and “comet pills” 
as news got around that our planet would pass through Halley’s mighty dust tail. Panic 
grew amid forecasts of poisonous gases engulfing the Earth with deadly consequences.

The early days of astronomy must have been, for many people, like opening a door 
inside a dark room, not seeing what obstacles you might encounter. From Einstein’s 
theory of relativity and Bart Bok’s study on globules to Harlow Shapley’s work with 
galaxies, astronomy has taken a gigantic leap forward in the research and, more 
importantly, the acceptance of new discoveries. Today, the mass media, and more so 
the Internet, are greatly helping to educate novice stargazers.

Comet Hyakutake is like a breath of fresh air when it comes to introducing 
astronomy to people. This grand display is providing many people with a chance to 
experience the sky in a new way and may in fact give rise to a new generation of 
amateurs. If you somehow missed seeing this comet, don’t despair. There are still 
several weeks before Hyakutake reaches its closest point to the Sun (perihelion) on 
May 1st. Besides, this is a preshow to Comet Hale-Bopp, which is scheduled to put on 
another dynamic show this time next year. Hale-Bopp is estimated to be ten times 
Comet Halley’s 8x15 km size.

I can’t put into words the expressions on the faces of my wife Debbie, her parents, 
and especially our children Andrew and Sarah (aged 11 & 9) as we first glimpsed, 
then tracked the comet across the country sky. Seeing that bright green nucleus 
engulfed in a huge envelope of cometary fog and its lengthy dust tail extending across 
the sky for at least two fists at arm’s length is something we shall never forget.

Comet Hyakutake in 10x50 binoculars at 04:20 UT on March 24, from Constance 
Bay. Sketch by Gary Boyle.
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Robert DickMarch ’96 National Council Meeting
One of the obligations that accompanies the honour of representing the Ottawa 

Centre at the National Council meeting in Toronto is to write a summary for 
AstroNotes. So, here goes.

The meeting was held in the law office of Michael Watson located in the Scotia 
Towers on King Street. Almost all centres were represented. Of particular interest was 
that we entered the meeting with 22 centres and closed the meeting with 23. The new 
Okanagan Centre was voted into the RASC.

Two of the most important votes taken at the meeting involved publications. The 
first is that the new publication Astronomy Canada will replace the existing Journal 
and Bulletin beginning in 1997. Council was guided to the decision by the 
overwhelming response by the membership. Although only 20 percent of the members 
returned their mail-in ballots, this was considered to be a good response by those 
familiar with this sort of referendum. About 80 percent voted for the new look, 
although it should be recorded that the vote was not unanimous.

The second vote accepted the inclusion of Sky News with the set of RASC 
publications sent out to all members. As you might know, it is published by the 
National Museum of Science and Technology and is edited by Terry Dickinson. Aimed 
at the novice stargazer, Sky News is very well written and may be of interest to more 
than the layman. It will cost the society about $19,000 per year (about $6 per member), 
but Council believes that it will fill a void within the available publications for 
attracting and retaining and new members.

Our option to receive Sky News will be for one year whereupon Council will 
decide whether to continue with it. Although the finances of the Society are in very 
good condition, the addition of Sky News may mean an increase in your fees earlier 
than anticipated. Please voice your feedback to your National Council representatives. 
In return for making the bulk purchase of the magazine, the publishers will give free 
advertising to the RASC and a higher profile in its articles. It is hoped that this will 
result in an increase in membership which may offset some of the cost to the Society.

Our Executive secretary will be retiring at the General Assembly this summer in 
Edmonton. Rosemary Freeman has been "The RASC" for most unattached members 
and has guided the administration and development of the Society for 25 years. As she 
retires, the new executive is facing dramatically new challenges:

• new and consolidated publications;

• entry into the computerized information age;

• changing demographics of our membership; and

• greater expectations in services.
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There were many other items on the agenda. The Nominating Committee 
submitted its report; the next slate of officers for the Society will require a vote. Peter 
Ceravolo of Ottawa, our present 2nd vice-president, wanted a vote as a matter of 
principle, as he was nominated for 1st VP. So, Randy Attwood of the Toronto Centre 
was put forth as a contender. Dr. Robert Garrison of the University of Toronto and 
the Toronto Centre has been nominated for the position of 2nd VP. Doug George of 
Ottawa is nominated for President.

The new edition of the Beginners Observing Guide is being delivered to the 
National Office in early April and should be on the streets soon after.

The University' of Toronto Press, the printer of our Journal and The Observer's 
Handbook will be playing a much greater role in the Society. The U of T Press will be 
managing our membership lists and co-ordinating the distribution of the Handbook, 
Journal and Astronomy Canada. Their extensive computerized system offers much 
more economy and efficiency, and will mean a dramatic reduction of work (50 
percent) for the National Office. We all hope the transition will be seamless and result 
in faster and more expanded service to members.

The meeting adjourned at 5 p.m. with several of the attendees driving out to the 
Hamilton Centre Observatory to view Comet Hyakutake.

□ _________________________________________________________________□

8” SCT Telescope for Sale
This could be the rig for you: Meade LX6 20cm f/6.3 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope, 
astrophoto ready. Includes DC drive, heavy-duty tripod, very accurate digital setting 
circles, JMI dec motor, Motofocus, 2” diagonal, 8x50 finder with illuminated reticle, 
and Telrad. Also includes 32mm (2-inch) and 26mm (1¼-inch) Plössl eyepieces and 
Thousand Oaks glass solar filter. Comes with both hard and soft foam-padded carrying 
cases. A great package at $2,300 (negotiable). Call Keith at (613) 837-7366.

Equipment & Accessories for Sale
• ST-6 imaging camera ($3,000) • Celestron MFFT-55 focusing aid ($125)
• Lumicon 48mm OIII filter ($195) • Lumicon 48mm deep-sky filter ($120)
• 1¼"-2" Nagler 9mm eyepiece ($210) • l ¼"-2" Nagler 16mm eyepiece ($280)

• 2" Nagler 2x Barlow ($199)
• 2" Meade 40mm Super Wide Angle, Series 4000 eyepiece ($300)

• Lumicon Hyper-kit, with electric vacuum pump and two cans of forming gas ($275)

Compare against current prices!

Must sell.

Call Serge at 834-0379.
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RASC Ottawa Centre — April 1996

*Unless otherwise noted, all meetings are held in Room 103, Steacie Chemistry Building, Carleton University. 
Historical notes courtesy of Carmen Rush ■ Next Observers Group meeting May 3 ,  1996.



March Observers Group Meeting Hilderic Browne
The start of the March 1st Ottawa Centre Observers’ Group meeting was delayed 

by a universally unexpected need to “feed the meter.” It seems trickle-down from 
government austerity programs is now affecting Carleton U’s parking policy.

Once inside, the big news was Comet Hyakutake (1996B2), forecast to achieve 
1st magnitude with a (dimmer) tail of up to 30°. At the time of the meeting it was a 
mag 6 object in Libra, already one magnitude brighter than the early predictions. 
During March it will move rapidly northward, passing very close to Earth around the 
21st.

In his “Cutting Edge” presentation, Paul Comision explained the principles of 
stellar parallax measurement — detecting the slight shift of nearer stars against the 
distant background as the Earth circles the Sun — and described the new astrometry 
program under way at Allegheny Observatory near Pittsburgh. Their state-of-the-art 
equipment allows the measurement of parallaxes to an accuracy of 0.001", 20-100 
times better than traditional instruments, and even superior to the Hipparcos satellite. 
The most significant result is fixing the distance of Vega at 25.1¤ 0 . 15 light years and 
its absolute magnitude as 0.6¤ 0.01. This is important because Vega is used as a 
“standard candle” in calibrating other scales including brightness (formerly it was 
considered to be a mag 1.0 star) and colour. Another prominent summertime star is 
Altair, abs. mag. 2.2 and 16.62 l.y. distant. Paul’s dictum of the month:

“All of astrophysics is based on distance... and if you don’t know the 
luminosity, you may as well not even look!”

Paul also noted that the “Earth and Sky” radio program presented by Deborah 
Byrd and Joel Black has been picked up by CFRA 580 and can be heard weekdays at 
12:50 and 5:20 p.m.

Rob Dick and Jeannette Southwood recently performed the common Canadian 
wintertime peregrination to the Caribbean and back. Rob described the near-equatorial 
sky in last month’s AstroNotes, and presented his astrophotographic efforts at the 
meeting. Looking south over the lagoon and Sint Maarten airport he could see the 
unfamiliar territory of Carina, Vela, Crux and Centaurus. Rob used his manually 
driven “barn door” mount and a variety of lenses to survey this region, but didn’t 
realize that a set-screw on his telephoto had loosened and the focus was off! (Naturally 
there was no Moon available to focus on.) That’s one way of justifying a return trip.

Glenn LeDrew used his Dance o f the Planets software to explore why the Moon 
“bobs” and “surges” across the sky [er, screen] with an approximate one-day period. 
Was this real? Some cerebration revealed the explanation:

The Moon moves ~12°/day eastward among the stars.

But the Earth spins the same way on its axis.
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As we see from the sketch, the net result is that the Moon “slows down” as an 
observer at Point A is carried around the Earth and his line-of-sight changes from Y to 
Z.

This accounts for the diurnal (or should we say nocturnal?) change in rate of 
eastward drift. What about the apparent north-south motion?

The Moon’s orbit is inclined to the Earth’s axis of rotation; that is, it is not always 
above the equator.

As the Earth rotates around its tilted axis, the observer is carried “up” and 
“down,” causing a vertical parallax; hence the “bobbing.”

Glenn showed a video of Dance exhibiting the effect, followed by a quick tour of 
the Milky Way prepared using a new “edutainment” product, Microsoft Space, kind of 
Flight Simulator on steroids. In addition to simply piloting your own craft, e.g., 
docking the Lunar Excursion Module to the Command Module, Space also provides
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an “Observatory Mode” similar to a planetarium program, with the added feature of 
depth and simulated models of our galaxy and a few dozen deep-sky objects. Looks 
like a good diversion for a cloudy night.

Stephen Nourse is a new member on the Centre’s Light Pollution Abatement 
Committee who became involved when Goulbourn township “fixed” a streetlight near 
his house — and fully illuminated the permanent pier in his back yard. After letters, a 
presentation and further follow-up, the township fitted shields to the streetlamps on 
both sides of his house. But this is no “personal vendetta.” We would all like darker 
skies. Goulbourn says universal conversion is “too expensive for immediate remedy,” 
but is committed to sharp cut-off fixtures in all future developments. (Applause.) On 
other fronts, a show has been scheduled for Smith’s Falls in April, and we’re still 
trying to reach a sympathetic ear in Perth. If you live there, please write to the city 
hall; remember, “Nothing else speaks like a taxpayer.”

Doug Luoma reminded us that March is Messier Month, as it’s the only time of 
the year when one stands a chance of bagging all 110 objects in a single night. Messier 
Marathons began with dedicated (some might say crazy) amateurs in the 1960s, and 
planning the search order has developed into a science, depending on the exact date 
and phase of the Moon. Doug makes custom finder charts with Deep Space 3D. 
Karen Edmonds purchased a book on the subject by Don Macholz and is donating it 
to the club (after the current season is over!).

The meeting finished with an announcement about the upcoming Astronomy 
Day. On Saturday, April 27 the Ottawa Centre will be exhibiting a display at the 
National Museum of Science and Technology, and volunteers arc needed: please 
contact Doug Luoma. Then it was time for the refreshments, courtesy of the Frasers, 
and out into the night to see if we’d been ticketed. (Grrr...)

□ __________________________________________________________________ □

4½-inch Reflecting Telescope for Sale
Tasco 454-inch equatorial reflector: Features .965-inch focuser with 6mm, 9mm and 
20mm eyepieces, plus 2x Barlow lens. Wooden tripod carries an equatorial mount with 
slow-motion controls and wind-up motor-drive. Optics in very good condition. Asking 
$250. Call Pete at 836-5295.

Large Format View Camera for Sale
This camera produces an 8x10 inch (wow!) negative and only weighs 5¾ pounds. It 
comes as a ready-to-assemble kit and includes all fittings. It has full movements and 
folds for travel. Price $400 new in original box. Lenses and other accessories also 
available separately. Call Terrance at 994-8890 (office), or 820-7583.
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H ya k u ta k e S k etch b o o k

Eyepiece for Sale
Two-inch 32 mm Koenig eyepiece with multi-coated optics. Excellent condition. 
Asking $110 (or swap for 1¼ -inch 32 m m  Plössl). Call Philippe at (819) 648-5641.

Photocopier for Sale
The Ottawa Centre is disposing of its Canon NP 7550 photocopier. This full-size 
office machine requires a general maintenance overhaul, but is in otherwise good 
condition. Contact Rick Wagner at 830-9096. No bid too low!
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Directions to the 
Indian River Observatory

gravel road

Take Hwy 417 West to Hwy 17 
Turn left at Hwy 44
Pass through Almonte, Right on Hwy 15 
Go 3 km to Clayton Road, Turn Left 
Turn right on Ramsey Conc. 8 
Cross bridge, road becomes gravel
Take next right (stop sign), 100 meters to IRO gate (on right)
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[Editor’s Note: Nine-year-old Lindsay Noel and her dad Marc were observing from 
Hogs Back on March 27 when she made this sketch. The original drawing was done 
on a blackboard and showed separate views to the north and south. For AstroNotes, 
Lindsay gathered her blackboard sketches into this delightful celestial montage.]
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